一

Product Description
GD6 series ignition controller is the latest high-energy ignition controller for gas

engines developed by Autosun. Suitable for medium and large multi-cylinder in-line and
medium and large 6-cylinder engines with various gas fuels. This product has outstanding
advantages such as high ignition energy, high reliability, wide application range and long
life. The LCD display can display real-time operating information such as ignition energy,
ignition advance angle, and engine speed. At the same time, function buttons are provided,
which can conveniently and quickly set the ignition energy and ignition advance angle
according to the engine displacement and gas methane content.

二

Product functions and performance indicators
GD6 is a microprocessor-controlled high-energy output ignition controller. It

consists of a 32-bit main controller and an ignition output part. It is a special controller
for gas engines, with up to 6 ignition outputs and up to 500mJ of ignition energy output.
And the output energy can be adjusted, and the ignition advance angle can be adjusted
precisely. The controller uses wide voltage input and high voltage output. It is the first
choice of high-energy ignition controller for gas engines.

The main parameters
◆Power supply voltage: 20 ～ 32V
◆Working current: up to 3.5A
◆Power: 24V maximum power 50W
◆Output: 6 outputs
◆Output voltage: 250V
◆Ignition output energy: 100 ～ 500mJ
◆Dimensions: 258 * 289 * 66mm
◆Net weight: 3.8kg
◆Vibration conditions: <80Hz
◆Working temperature: -30 ℃ ～ + 60 ℃
◆Ambient humidity: up to 85% non-condensing
◆Impact: 2G
◆Protection level: IP65

三

Working principle

The GD6 series ignition controller determines the ignition timing and ignition advance
angle by using the collected camshaft position sensor signal as the cylinder judgment
signal. The collected camshaft position sensor signal is sent to a 32-bit processor for
processing. The controller converts the precise ignition signal generated by the CPU into
a high-voltage ignition output signal with an output of up to 250V. And through a series
of complex correlation control, the ignition output energy and ignition advance angle can
be accurately controlled.

四

System composition

GD6 ignition controller system consists of a set of main controller, camshaft trigger
gear, camshaft position sensor, input and output wiring harness.

五

Controller assembly

六

Operation panel

The operation panel consists of three parts: three indicators on the left, power
indicator, ignition indicator, and camshaft position sensor signal indicator from top to
bottom; the LCD display in the middle area; six functions on the right The layout of the
buttons is as shown below.

The working status of the three indicators from the left to the top of the controller
operation panel are:
●

Power: Power indicator, green after power on.

●

Ignite: The ignition indicator does not light up after power-on, and flashes after
starting ignition. The frequency changes with the speed of the speed.

●

Pickup:

Camshaft position sensor signal indicator, there is no speed signal indicator

red after power on, and speed signal indicator turns green after power on.As shown
below：

Indicator status and display of the signal without camshaft position sensor

Indicator status and display content of the camshaft position sensor signal
LCD display: The middle part is the LCD display. For detailed configuration, please
refer to the debugging method.

LCD display information example

Buttons: The right part is the operation buttons, which are up, down, left, right,
back, and confirm buttons.

七

System installation method

7.1

Installation of the ignition controller
The GD6 ignition controller is installed on a fixed bracket to ensure good ventilation

and heat dissipation, such as on a wall near the engine. The supplied shock absorber and
ground strap must be installed. When selecting the controller installation location, you
must ensure that the distance between the ignition controller and the sensors installed
on the engine enables reliable signal transmission, while ensuring that sufficient space
is left for maintenance and repair work. The ground strap is used as the ignition controller
ground and must be used properly. For this reason, it must be ensured that the connection
is free from defects. (Regardless of the installation method, the controller casing and
the engine casing must be reliably connected. If they cannot be directly connected, they
should be reliably connected through a grounding wire of 6 square meters or more)
Installation steps：
-

Fasten the four damping pads to the four mounting holes of the GD6. Use 4 M8x16

screws and 4 M8 lock washers.
-

Fasten the GD6 to the selected mounting position using a vibration pad. Use 4 M8

flat washers and 4 M8 polyester lock nuts.
-

Fasten the ground copper strap to the GD6 ground pin. Connect the ground copper

strap to the side suitable for grounding.
The installation is shown below：

Precautions：
-

The equipment must not be mounted directly on the engine, otherwise vibrations and heat will

damage the electronics.
-

The specific form of the mounting bracket needs to be customized according to the actual

installation environment on site, ensuring more than 10 cm of cooling space on the back
of the controller.
-

The grounding copper strip can be connected to any of the four mounting holes of the

controller according to the actual installation situation.
-

The installation location must not be subject to strong vibrations or extreme ambient

temperatures and humidity, as this may void the warranty.

7.2

Determine the camshaft position sensor installation position
Set sensor position according to engine type and application. The reference

information of all angles is based on the top dead center of the first cylinder. When facing
the toothed disc, the first magnetic steel after too many teeth is opposite to the toothed
disc rotation direction, as shown below.

-

The mounting position of the camshaft position sensor must have sufficient mechanical

strength and must not exceed the specified temperature range. Sensors are used only for
specific applications and the use of sensor signals for multiple purposes is not allowed.
Make sure the mounting location is appropriate for calibrating the sensor.
-

The clearance between the camshaft trigger gear and the camshaft position sensor is

3mm ± 0.5mm. Fine adjustments are required depending on the engine. Make sure that the
sensor and gear are installed firmly and reliably with a fixed gap.
-

The ground terminal of the camshaft position sensor must be reliably grounded to

ensure that the signal is not disturbed.
Note: The abnormality of the sensor signal acquisition will cause the ignition controller
to malfunction.。

7.3 Controller input and output wiring
Inputs and outputs are connected as defined below。

Controller input
Connect the following signals reliably to the input of the controller。
-

H power supply positive

-

G power supply negative

-

D camshaft position sensor positive

-

E camshaft position sensor negative

Controller output
Connect the following signals reliably to the output of the controller.
-

A ～ F 6-way ignition output signal, the specific configuration should be

determined according to the actual engine ignition sequence.
-

N ignition output ground

八

Ignition system debugging method
Note: The controller should be installed and connected reliably according to the above

installation method, and the input and output should be connected, and then start the
operation after debugging as follows.

8.1

power ups
First power on the controller, but do not start the engine. The status of the controller

panel is as follows:
-

Indicator status：Power light, green.
Ignition light, off.
Camshaft position sensor signal indicator, red.

-

8.2
●

LCD display information is as follows：

Setting the ignition advance angle
The advance angle parameter needs to be actually adjusted according to the matching

engine. (The actual measurement angle and the controller setting angle will have an error
of 3 to 5 degrees).
Note: All other parameters are entered in the factory by default and are not allowed to
be modified arbitrarily, otherwise the controller will work abnormally and the controller
and the engine will be damaged. (If you need to change the controller configuration
parameters, please contact our company !!!)

●

Under the current state (only the power is on but the engine is not started), make

the following settings：
-

The interface consists of two parts: real-time data and parameter setting (as shown

in the figure below). The real-time data is the default interface. The parameters are only
displayed and cannot be operated. Press the OK key in the real-time data interface to enter
the parameter setting interface. Parameter setting interface Press ESC to return to
real-time data interface;

-

The parameter setting interface consists of ignition setting, system information,

fault code, and language selection; ∧, ∨ keys select the setting bar, the color of the
selected bar is reversed, OK key enters the corresponding setting bar, ESC key returns
to the upper menu, as shown below :

-

Enter the ignition setting. The start angle is reversed by the selected color. Press

the ∧ and ∨ keys to switch the selected column. When the OK key is pressed, only the
color of the number is reversed, which means that the number can be modified. Press ∧
to add the number. ∨ For digital subtraction operation, step 1; press>, <to step 10 for
numbers. After setting, press OK to save the corresponding parameters to the system, press
ESC to not save the parameters, as shown in the figure:

-

Set the high-speed advance angle in the same way。

-

According to the actual situation, if you need to set the high and low speed angle

switching point, select the switching speed, set and save according to the actual needs,
as shown in the figure：

-

If you need to set the ignition energy according to the actual situation, select this

item, set and save according to the actual needs, as shown in the figure：

-

Set the high-speed ignition energy in the same way。

-

After completing the controller settings, return to the real-time data main interface。

-

Next, the ignition operation of the engine can be performed.。

九

Common anomalies and treatment

If the controller does not work properly, please refer to the following：

unusual
phenomenon
No speed signal

Cause Analysis
The

trigger

gear

is

Processing method
not

matched.

Replace the gear of the specified model with the
engine.

The installation of the trigger
gear is not reliable, and there

Re-install the trigger gear to eliminate wobble.

is swing.
The gap between the sensor and
the

chainring

is

not

appropriate.
Speed signal is
unstable

Dirt on the sensor head.
Eccentric

sprocket

is

steels of the trigger gear.

Replace the sensor wiring.

Defective sensor connection.

Replace the sensor plug.

Set during engine operation.

missing

Operating

at

Setting parameters needs to be performed when the
power is on but the engine is not running 。
Check the ignition coil cable for short circuit and

The peripheral is abnormal.

output

Replace qualified new gear.

Damaged sensor wiring.

Setting

controller stops

Re-install or replace the new gear to eliminate
eccentricity.

Defective individual magnetic

Ignition

within the range of 3mm ± 0.5mm.
Thoroughly clean the sensor and reinstall it.

triggered.

parameters are

Adjust the gap between the sensor and the sprocket

replace the qualified

ignition coil cable

temperatures

Control the ambient temperature to ensure heat

exceeding the maximum allowed

dissipation and ventilation within the operating

by the equipment.

range allowed by the controller.

Condensation on the controller

Control the ambient humidity within the working range

surface.

allowed by the controller to ensure dry ventilation

Speeding. The speed exceeds the

Turn off the power, and then turn on the system after

set misfire speed.

troubleshooting the engine.
Check the power supply to make sure that the power

Controller
abnormal.

power

supply

is

supply is within the allowed operating range of the
controller.
Meet the voltage and current required by the
controller.

